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Abstract The construction of the China Spallation Neutron Source (CSNS) has been initiated at Dongguan,

Guangdong, China. In spallation neutron sources the target station monolith is contaminated by a large number

of fast neutrons whose energies can be as large as those of the protons of the proton beam directed towards

the tungsten target. A detailed radiation transport analysis of the target station monolith is important for the

construction of the CSNS. The analysis is performed using the coupled Monte Carlo and multi-dimensional

discrete ordinates method. Successful elimination of the primary ray effects via the two-dimensional uncollided

flux and first collision source methodology is also illustrated. The dose at the edge of the monolith is calculated.

The results demonstrate that the doses received by the hall staff members are below the required standard

limit.
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1 Introduction

The China Spallation Neutron Source (CSNS)

[1, 2] complex is designed to provide multidisci-

plinary platforms for scientific research and applica-

tions for national institutions, universities and indus-

tries. Spallation, the process in which a heavy nucleus

emits a large number of nucleons as a result of being

hit by a high-energy particle, thus greatly reducing its

atomic weight, has become an important technique

for the production of high-intensity neutron fluxes.

The CSNS target station has the basic function

of converting the short pulse, high-average-power,

1.6 GeV, proton beam into 18 lower-energy, short-

pulsed neutron beams, which can provide the required

neutrons for neutron scattering instruments. Tung-

sten is a proven target material for the CSNS design

beam power. A tantalum cladding is adopted to deal

with the issue of material brittleness caused by radi-

ation damage and the corrosion caused by the heavy

water coolant. The position of the target is within

a layered steel and concrete shield monolith which is

approximately 12 meters in diameter.

A methodology of coupled Monte Carlo and multi-

dimensional discrete ordinates methods has been im-

plemented to perform the shielding analyses [3–5].

It is expected that careful design analyses will bring

an optimal layout of the shielding layers and the in-

strumentation around the target–moderator–reflector

complex (TMRC).

2 Methodology and cross section li-

brary

The radiation transport analyses are performed to

characterize the streaming through the CSNS target

station monolith using DORT [6], a two-dimensional

discrete ordinates neutron/photon transport code.

Initially, MCNPX [7] is used to calculate a source sur-
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rounding the CSNS target, moderators and reflector.

This source is used as the initial source in this analy-

sis. Next, considering that this model contains some

large void regions, thus is susceptible to ray effects,

this analysis emphasizes that ray effects should be

eliminated. Ray effects are a consequence of the dis-

crete ordinates approximation of the angular depen-

dence in the transport equation and typically char-

acterize the transport of neutral particles in air and

weakly scattering materials. The easiest way to over-

come this difficulty is to raise the order of the angular

quadrature. However, in this problem this way can re-

sult in a significant increase in computation time due

to the large physical size of the monolith. Another

way to deal with such effects is to divide the calcula-

tion into three stages. First, the GRTUNCL [8] code

is executed to produce the first collision source and

uncollided flux distributions throughout the model.

Second, the first collision source is used to drive a

DORT calculation to yield the fully collided group

flux spatial distribution. Finally, the uncollided and

fully collided group flux distributions are added to-

gether, and then the sum is folded with the flux to

dose conversion factors to obtain the total dose field

distribution.

Figure 1 is a flow chart of this calculation se-

quence. The code NJOY [9] is used to produce a

multi-group set library. The code TRANSX is used

to pre-treat the MATXS file to a simple library which

can be used by Sn codes, such as ANISN or DORT.

The flow chart includes both the cross section library

production and the radiation transport calculation.

Fig. 1. Calculation flow diagram for the mono-

lith analyses.

All of these DORT and GRTUNCL calculations

use the newly developed 150 MeV cross-section li-

brary HEST1.01). The library HEST1.0 contains 81

high-energy neutron groups, 172 low-energy neutron

groups and 48 photon groups. The library contains

nuclides which included 99.6% nucleus density in high

density concrete. The library also includes all the

nuclides except manganese in materials such as low

carbon steel and stainless steel 316.

3 Geometric model and source term

The CSNS target monolith is the primary struc-

ture that contains the TMRC and the shutters. Out-

side the reflector plug assemblies is the bulk shield,

comprised of low carbon steel, which is surrounded by

a high-density concrete biological shield. The model

doesn’t include some details present in the actual

facility. Regions of similar materials are combined

and considered as homogenous mixtures. As typi-

cal shielding materials, high density concrete and low

carbon steel are selected. Fig. 2 shows some of the

material zones and components of the CSNS target

monolith.

Fig. 2. CSNS monolith model.

The target station monolith is cylindrical in shape

with the target located at the center of the monolith

and 200 cm above the bottom. The proton beam line

enters the target monolith horizontally and 18 neu-

tron beam lines penetrate radially outward from the

target. The CSNS shutters are positioned on each

neutron beam line approximately 250 cm out from

the target in the steel region, and stand parallel to

the axis of the target monolith. The shutters move in

the axial direction to open and close.
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The TMRC consists of a Tungsten target, a stain-

less steel target container, and a number of mod-

erators. They are all incased by a cooled reflector.

MCNPX calculates the source of the secondary par-

ticles and their energy spectra as they are leaking

through the TMRC surface. At the same time, a

simple cylindrical model describing the gross features

of the TMRC is developed. Fig. 3 presents the energy

spectrum of the neutrons leaking through the TMRC

cylindrical surface in this analysis.

Fig. 3. The energy spectrum of the neutrons

leaking through the TMRC cylindrical sur-

face.

4 Shielding analysis

It is a difficult task to accomplish the deep pene-

tration calculations with reasonable accuracy for the

CSNS shielding design. The shielding calculation is

a coupled neutron and photon transport calculation.

The purpose of this work is to evaluate the biological

shield design of the CSNS target station, in order to

make sure that the dose outside the shield’s surface

meets the radiation criteria under normal operational

conditions. The biological shield typically consists of

multi-layers combination of iron and concrete. Dif-

ferent shielding configurations of the target station

are calculated and discussed. The first model con-

sists of a 550 cm thick steel layer and a 50 cm thick

concrete layer. The second one consists of a 500 cm

thick steel shield and a 100 cm thick concrete layer.

The third one consists of a 450 cm thick steel shield

and a 150 cm thick concrete layer. As a last one,

we evaluate the following sandwich configuration: a

400 cm thick steel layer covered by 50 cm thick con-

crete then a 100 cm thick steel layer and the outer

concrete layer with a thickness of 50 cm.

Figure 4 presents the results of the DORT calcu-

lation for the energy distribution of the neutron flux

densities. The figure clearly shows the attenuation

of the neutron spectra with increasing shield thick-

ness and that the major energy part shifts towards

the low-energy region mainly due to elastic scatter-

ing. The influence of the concrete component in ab-

sorbing low-energy neutrons is also depicted in Fig. 4.

The spectrum at 550 cm is already close to a 1/E dis-

tribution.

Fig. 4. Neutron flux density energy spectra for

model 2.

Neutron and photon dose equivalent rates have

been calculated by folding the local neutron and pho-

ton flux with the appropriate flux to dose equivalent

conversion factors. The neutron and photon dose con-

version factors are based on the ICRP74 recommen-

dations. The biggest dose equivalent rates for each

model surface are presented in Table 1 and usually

occur at the monolith surface of the level with a gap.

In general, the neutron dose decreases exponen-

tially with increasing thickness of the iron layer. In

the low energy region the concrete has a better shield-

ing performance than the iron due to the elastic scat-

tering effect of hydrogen contained in the concrete.

Therefore, the outer concrete layer reduces the dose

Table 1. The biggest dose rate for various shield configurations.

shield configuration total dose rate/(µSv/h) neutron dose rate/(µSv/h) photon dose rate/(µSv/h)

Model 1 1.33E+00 4.47E-01 8.85E-01

Model 2 6.45E-02 4.95E-03 5.96E-02

Model 3 9.97E-03 9.27E-03 6.98E-04

Model 4 7.98E-01 2.61E-01 5.36E-01
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rate quite effectively. Along with the increase in the

concrete thickness goes an increasing high-energy

neutron dose, thus demonstrating the liability of

model 3 in shielding high-energy neutrons. The char-

acteristics in Fig. 5 are obvious. Finally, it is evident

from our calculation that a sandwich structure is an

economical choice. All models satisfy the required cri-

terion of a dose equivalent rate less than 2.5 µSv/h.

Fig. 5. Attenuation of neutron dose for various

shield configurations.

The analysis of the streaming through the CSNS

shutter travel gap is a parametric study. A position

for the gap has been set, but we are interested in

knowing if it could be moved closer to the neutron

beam line. So the shutter becomes smaller and ac-

cordingly the weigh and cost of building and main-

taining will be less. The gap is simulated as a con-

tinuous ring in the target monolith, which makes the

modeling a conservative one. This calculation is used

to determine the configuration and position of the

shutter travel gap. The goal for the shutter travel gap

analysis is to have the dose anywhere along the edge

of the concrete collar less than 2.5 µSv/h. In this

study, the gap was located at 5 different positions.

Table 2 lists the results of this parametric study. It

is obvious that as the travel gap is moved to a lower

position, the dose increases due to the more intense

radiation fields.

Table 2. Results of “Top Gap” parametric study.

height of the shutter/cm gap centerline dose/(µSv/h)

500 7.46×10−3

470 1.81×10−2

450 3.18×10−2

420 7.59×10−2

400 1.27×10−1

The influence of the shutter step gap on radiation

shielding is also analyzed. The step gap inside is taller

than that outside. It is modeled as a continuous ring

extending over 360 degrees around the target mono-

lith. This approximation will result in conservatively

high doses. From the calculation result it is obvious

that the step gap can reduce the peak dose along the

edge of the concrete collar by about 60.4% compared

with the solid gap at the edge of the concrete collar.

5 Conclusion

A deep-penetration calculation is performed

with the two-dimensional discrete ordinates method

DORT code. The neutron energy spectra behind

a very thick shield of approximately 5-m-thick low

carbon steel and 1-m-thick high density concrete

are calculated in the energy range from thermal to

150 MeV. Besides the long computational time and

the complicated geometry of the model, the greatest

difficulty is the occurrence of ray effects. We suc-

ceeded in eliminating ray effects by the proper use

of the code GRTUNCL2D. A preferable shielding

model has been obtained in the calculation and the

dose along the edge of the concrete collar received by

the hall staff members are below the required stan-

dard limit.
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